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ABSTRACT object should be visible which were not visible in any of the 
images used to represent the object. So far these problems 
have been addressed by compression schemes [9] and restric- 
tions in the allowable viewing positions for the final images 
[21[31. 
Recently, image warping has been used to decrease the num- 
ber of images required to fully represent an object. Possible 
approaches include mesh approximations to the object’s shape 
in image space [5][ 13][ 161 or full image warping on a pixel- 
by-pixel basis [2][6]. Holes in the final image have also been 
avoided by using more than one depth layer in the images of 
the object representation [8][11]. Both image warping and 
multiple z-layers suffer from the fact that they are not readily 
supported by current graphics accelerators which results in a 
performance penalty when compared to (hardware-assisted) 
polygonal rendering. 
In the following previous work section image-based object 
representation approaches will be compared by how they con- 
verge to the original object and if such a convergence is 
indeed possible. Polygonal models can always be made to 
converge to the real surface by making the polygonal facets 
sufficiently small. In contrast, image-based representations 
have several parameters which need to be varied to obtain 
increasingly better approximations of the real object: image 
resolution, the number of images stored per object and the 
number of geometric primitives in hybrid representation 
schemes. Section 3 introduces the new image-based object 
representation scheme based on layered impostors. Section 4 
gives results obtained from its implementation and section 5 
concludes with a summary and directions for future work. 

Image based object representations become increasingly pop- 
ular because they offer the advantage of being unaffected by 
the object’s complexity both in terms of rendering time and 
memory consumpfion. This paper introduces such a represen- 
tation which stands out by the low number of images required, 
the projection method and the warping method applied to gen- 
erate and use the images. One of the available depth-aug- 
mented images is chosen and warped to match the current 
point of view. Both image generation and image warping are 
supported on currently available graphics accelerators. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A lot of computer graphics research has gone into object rep- 
resentations consisting of polygonal patches. As the aim is to 
create images of these objects, the patches must be rendered 
one by one. Recently, this approach has been put into question 
and image-based modelling has been proposed as an alterna- 
tive [15] because the difficult geometric modelling step is 
avoided. In particular for capturing real world objects with 
high realism the image-based approach has already proven 
more straightforward and easier to automate [3][6][7][9][ 161. 
Apart from the advantages during the modelling step, image- 
based modelling in combination with image-based rendering 
is attractive. Rendering algorithms can be constructed which 
are independent in complexity of the depicted object’s com- 
plexity. As the number of polygons in geometric models is 
already approaching the pixel counts in the final image, such 
algorithms can be expected to outperform traditional polygo- 
nal rendering techniques. Especially objects with a fuzzy sur- 
face [16] or with complex reflectance characteristics [7][9] are 
difficult to model with polygons and traditional material 
descriptions and even more difficult to render with realistic 
shading with traditional rendering algorithms. 
Despite of these attractive properties a number of drawbacks 
are still hindering widespread use of image-based techniques. 
These include large storage requirements and a lack of guar- 
antees for the completeness of the representation. Previous 
techniques use a large number of images for representing one 
object resulting in the mentioned memory overhead. However, 
even with this large number of images there is no guarantee 
that the complete surface of the object has been captured. 
Holes can appear in the final images, because parts of the 
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2 PREVIOUS WORK 

In image-based modelling both object representations and 
whole scene representations have been explored. The two dif- 
fer in that object representations try to capture the “outside- 
in” appearance of an object and are often limited to view- 
points at a certain distance from the object, whereas scene 
representations capture the “inside-out” view of the scene 
from one viewpoint or a set of viewpoints within the scene. 

Scene Representations. Quicktime VR [3] supports both rep- 
resentations though in quite different ways: For scenes a por- 
tion of an environment map is warped into a perspective 
projection. For objects the closest available view of the object 
is displayed out of a “navigable movie”. Plenoptic modelling 
[ 151 provides scene modelling from cylindrical environment 
maps. Static impostors [lo] apply the navigable movie con- 
cept both per-object and per object group in a hierarchical 
scene graph. 
In order to increase the applicability of images in image-based 
representations, they can be warped to better match new view- 
points. Chen et al. [2] use quad-trees in image space to exploit 
the coherence in this warp. Sillion et al. [13] and Darsa et al. 
[5] approximate the warp with polygonal meshes. 

Object representations. Object representations have been 
used both in high-quality rendering [ 1 I] as well as in real-time 
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rendering [8]. Both Max and Gortler et al. avoid holes in the 
final images by storing more than one depth layer per pixel. 
While these images cannot be generated directly with conven- 
tional renderers they capture the whole geometry of the object 
from a single point of view. 
When several images of the same object are available which 
were taken from different viewpoints, integrating these 
images into a single object representation requires careful reg- 
istration. This process has been somewhat relaxed by Pulli et 
al. [16] who resort to soft z-buffering to generate the final 
image. Debevec et al. [6] tackle image registration in an inter- 
active system. The images are projected on a crude geometric 
model of the object. By applying view-dependent texture 
mapping, high quality rendering is possible even with these 
crude models. 
The Lightfield [9] and Lumigraph [7] approaches sample the 
complete plenoptic function and use interpolation to derive 
new images from these samples. They are applicable both to 
object representation and scene representation but suffer from 
high memory requirements. The authors of the lightfield rep- 
resentation have also shown how to exploit texture-mapping 
hardware for fast rendering. 
Delta trees [4] are an effective compression technique to com- 
bine multiple images of an image-based object representation 
into a single data structure. As more images are inserted into 
the data structure only those pixels are retained which show 
regions of the object’s surface not sufficiently sampled so far. 
Thereby, compression ratios of around 10: 1 are achievable in 
comparison to straightforward image storage. 
Table 1 summarizes and compares the various modelling 
approaches mentioned based on the modelling dimensions 
used: image resolution, number of images and additional 
geometry. In general, convergence against the true object or 
scene only occurs, if the images in the representation are 
warped. Otherwise, either an infinite number of images is 
required, only a finite set of viewpoints is possible or the per- 
spective distortion in the final image is wrong. Switching 
between too few images will result in “popping” effects. 
The maximum required image resolution is determined by the 
closest desired zoom-in on the objects. Techniques which 
apply an approximate geometric model to affect the image 
warp also require the geometry to converge against the true 
object’s surface thereby losing the complexity independence 
of image-based rendering somewhat. 

Approach 

Table 1: Comparison of image-based modelling 
approaches by modelling dimensions 

In all these approaches it remains unclear if all parts of the 
surface of the object have been sufficiently sampled to allow 
the reconstruction of images from arbitrary viewpoints. In 
particular surface portions on concave objects may not have 
been observed in any of the images except if multiple depth 
layers per image are used. However, even in the presence of 
multiple depth layers surface parts almost parallel to the pro- 
jection rays may not have been sufficiently sampled. 
The approach presented in this paper does not completely 
solve the question of completeness of an object’s representa- 
tion but improves each image’s relevance for reconstructing 
new images. The new projection scheme used to generate the 
images in the representation has the additional advantage that 
both image generation and image warping are supported on 
current graphics accelerators. 

3 OBJECT REPRESENTATION WITH 

LAYERED IMPOSTORS 
This chapter describes how an image-based object representa- 
tion can be constructed using layered impostors. A number of 
depth-augmented images are kept per object and layered 
impostors are used to warp one of these images to match any 
new point of view. 

3.1 Choosing a projection 
Different types of projections have been used for storing 
images of objects. Environment maps (cubical, cylindrical or 
spherical projections) capture most of an object’s surface. 
However, curved projections are difficult to generate using 
current graphics hardware which is restricted to orthogonal or 
perspective projections. With a typical perspective projection 
and a field of view of 90 degrees six projections are necessary 
to capture a cubical environment map. 

Figure 1: Two variations of the same perspective projection ant 
their relevance for a new viewpoint V1. 

Nonetheless, perspective projections are flexible enough to 
capture more of an object than just a single side. Consider 
figure 1 which shows two perspective projections of a cube. 
The top projection samples only one side of the cube. This is 
the traditional use of perspective projection. 
The same perspective projection can also be used to sample 
three (actually five in 3d) of the cube’s faces at once. In this 
case, the rays diverging from the eye are used to project the 
object instead of the rays converging to the eye. The differ- 
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ence between the two projections is twofold: 
l on the top the viewing direction is towards the object, on 

the bottom it is away from the object. 
l on the top clipping restricts the depth of drawn points to an 

interval in front of the viewpoint, on the bottom this inter- 
val is behind the viewpoint. 

Using this type of perspective projection a much larger por- 
tion of the object’s surface is sampled than with a more tradi- 
tional perspective projection. As a result, chances are lower to 
expose previously invisible portions of the object’s surface 
when warping only one image for a new viewpoint. 
When an image generated as on the top of figure 1 is warped 
to generate the view for point VI, the top of the cube will be 
missing. If the image generated as on the bottom of figure 1 is 
used instead, this surface was sampled and thus will appear in 
the warped image as well. When one thinks of every pixel in 
an image as a ray sampling the depicted object, images gener- 
ated using traditional perspective projections contain no rays 
which appear in a perspective image of nearby viewpoints 
(except if moving exactly in the direction of view). In con- 
trast, the bold ray on the bottom of figure 1 will also appear in 
the image for viewpoint V1, 
Figure 2 shows a perspective projection of the teapot gener- 
ated in this way. Note how this view includes both the top and 
the bottom in a single image. As a result, fewer images are 
necessary in an image-based object representation to cover the 
surface of the object. 

back perspective 
warp 

I 

Figure 2: Top: warp of a traditional perspective image 
Bottom: warping a back perspective 

The difference is obvious when warping the image for a new 
viewpoint (a view from a higher vantage point in the case 
given on the top of figure 2): the top is sufficiently represented 
and also the sampling on the handle and the spout is better. 
It is apparent that the distortion in the bottom left image must 
be corrected during the warp towards the final image. In the 
approach presented here this is done with layered impostors. 

3.2 Layered Impostors 
Layered impostors [ 121 are a technique to warp a depth aug- 
mented image for a new viewpoint with hardware support on 
current graphics accelerators. They are based on the observa- 
tion that the motion of each pixel due to changes of the point 
of view (the optical flow) can be approximated by rendering a 
number of texture-mapped polygons. The pixels in the image 
are grouped based on their depth and every group of pixels is 
drawn as a texture-mapped polygon at the corresponding dis- 
tance from the new viewpoint. Depending on the number of 
layers used the image is warped with an accuracy increasing 
with the number of layers. The individual layers together 
approximate the volume of the viewing frustum which was 

used in the perspective projection. Figure 3 shows the teapot 
as an example of an object represented as an layered impostor. 
Note that again the apex of the viewing frustum was behind 
the teapot. 

original geometry 

-I 

Figure 3: Layered impostor representation of the teapot 

Each layered impostor consists of a stack of texture-mapped 
quadrilaterals and a texture with RGBz components per pixel. 
These components are stored as RGBcx textures and the cor- 
rect layer content is selected from the texture with the alpha- 
function (a function similar to the depth test which allows to 
selectively draw or reject pixels based on their alpha value). 
Blending is disabled for drawing layered impostors so that 
each pixel drawn is completely opaque. When drawing the 
quadrilaterals the proper texels are selected by testing for a 
certain depth (or a) value in the texture. The quadrilaterals are 
conveniently specified in screenspace and transformed back 
into world coordinates with the inverse of the perspective pro- 
jection matrix which was used to generate the texture (the 
inverse of the perspective projection matrix mapping the 
viewing frustum in world coordinates to a cube in screen 
coordinates). 

3.3 Avoiding Tears with Overlapping Depth Intervals 
As can be seen .on the right of figure 3 tears will eventually 
appear between the texels on each layer in the layered impos- 
tor under motion of the viewpoint. These tears can be post- 
poned by not assigning disjoint depth intervals to each layer 
but overlapping ones. Consequently, the partial object images 
on the layers overlap as well and tears only appear under 
viewing conditions very different from the ones for which the 
image was generated. Figure 4 shows the difference and indi- 
cates how depth intervals overlap on the layers. 

3.4 Generating the images in the representation 
It appears to be an open research topic how to ensure a com- 
plete object representation by a number of images of an 
object. Previous approaches add all available images of real- 
world objects [7], distribute images evenly over the sphere of 
all possible viewing directions [3] or add all sufficiently dif- 
ferent images [lo]. For the approach presented in this paper 
fully automatic representation generation was a concern and 
so the approach of distributing images evenly over the sphere 
was chosen. In order to ensure such an even distribution, the 
sides of a platonic solid are considered and a view is either 
associated with each face normal, with each direction from a 
vertex to the centre or the solid or with all these directions. 
Figure 5 shows an example image-based object representation 
for a teapot (all images are square to facilitate texture defini- 
tion in the graphics library used). Thirty-two images have 
been generated in total, of which only one half is shown due 
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Tigure 4: Layered impostor for a cone: depth intervals assigned 
to layers overlap to avoid tears between layers 

to the symmetry of the teapot. On the bottom, a final image 
derived from this representation is shown together with the 
dodecahedron used to determine the viewing directions and its 
face normals. This image shows both how layered impostors 
warp an image and also produce approximate depth values at 
the same time. Traditional polygonal rendering (or line ren- 
dering in this example) can be mixed with images warped by 
layered impostors. 
When distributing the images evenly over the sphere final 
images can be generated for arbitrary viewpoints and viewing 
directions. In the context of flight or vehicle simulators it 
might be sufficient to restrict oneself to a hemisphere of view- 
ing directions or even to images showing the object along a 
horizontal viewing direction. In these cases only half or even 
fewer images need to be stored. 

Real World Objects. For an image-based representation of 
real-world objects the special perspective projections must be 
derived once from the available images in a preprocessing 
reprojection step. Several images can be considered for one 
projection to avoid holes in the images of the representation. 

Generating the final image. As was demonstrated in 
section 3.1 and shown in figure 2 it is sufficient to warp one 
image out of the ones available in the representation to obtain 
acceptable images of the object. The image chosen is the one 
which was generated with a viewing direction closest to the 
current viewing direction. Warping only one image has a per- 
formance advantage over warping several images. In cases 
where small holes in the final image are less tolerable (such as 
the one behind the handle of the top on the bottom of 
figure 5), several images can be warped, so that the holes are 
filled in from their samples (see below). 

Avoiding excessive fillrate requirements. Layered impos- 
tors are drawn as a series of large textured polygons. They 
typically cover many pixels on screen and each pixel is poten- 
tially visited as often as there are layers in the layered impos- 
tor. In order to reduce the fillrate requirements of layered 
impostors the images in the representation can be examined to 
obtain a bounding rectangle for each layer which contains the 
object. Only these rectangles are drawn instead of the whole 
slices through the frustum. As a result empty layers can be left 
out and the area of the other layers is drastically reduced. Fig- 
ure 6 left shows an example for another object where on each 
layer the rectangle bounding the object is shown. 

Figure 5: Views of the teapot generated for 32 viewing directions 
on a dodecahedron (in the directions from the vertices to the cen- 
ter and along face normals). Only half of the views are shown as 
the teapot is symmetric. Note how some views contain both bot- 

tom and top. 

current 
viewing 

Figure 6: Left: images are preprocessed to find the portion 
each layer containing the object. Right: Views Vi adjacent to 

view V on the sphere of possible viewing directions 

Avoiding holes. When warping more than one image it is not 
necessary to draw all the layers in the layered impostors of 
similar viewing directions. It is sufficient to draw only those 
layers which will actually contain the texels to close the holes 
in the final image. These layers can be determined in advance 
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by rendering the layered impostor of view V once for each 
view Vi adjacent on the sphere of possible viewing directions 
(see figure 6 right) together with the layered impostor for view 
Vi. Layered impostor Vi is rendered with a unique identifier 
instead of the texture’s RGB colour. If holes appear in the 
warped image, layers of layered impostor Vi will be visible 
though them. These layers with identifiers appearing in the 
obtained image must be rendered in conjunction with the lay- 
ered impostor for view V. 
Consider the sphere of possible viewing directions given on 
the right of figure 6. For rendering a final image the triangle 
containing the current viewing direction is determined (say 
the bold one). The layered impostor for the viewing direction 
closest to the current viewing direction is rendered completely 
(V,). For the two other images in the triangle (V, and V) only 
those layers are drawn which were found to fill in holes during 
preprocessing. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
The presented image-based object representation has been 
implemented on top of the OpenGL graphics library and con- 
sequently runs on a variety of graphics platforms. Figure 7 
shows an image of a scene rendered with an image-based rep- 
resentation for each of the objects (each containing from 5000 
to 20000 polygons). 

Figure 7: Top: image generated from original geometry 
Bottom: image generated using layered impostors for all objects 

except for the floor 

As the image warping is done with layered impostors which in 
turn require textured polygons to be drawn, native hardware 
support for texture mapping is required for real-time perfor- 
mance. While the object representation could be based on any 
image-warping algorithm its memory requirements are inde- 
pendent of the warping algorithm used. These memory 
requirements are due to image storage and can be calculated 
as 4 * img_res * img_res * num_img. The factor 4 accounts 
for the RGBz components of the images. They are summa- 
rized in Table 2 for several numbers of images and image res- 
olutions used. 

Memory requirements image image size image size 
for images in MB size 64x64 128x128 256x256 

12 images 0.197 0.786 3.146 
20 images 0.328 1 1.311 1 5.243 
32 images 0.524 1 2.097 1 8.?89 

Table 2: Memory for the images in the representation 

Table 3: Vertex count for polygonal model of equal size 

With layered impostors as the image-warping methods accept- 
able results are obtained for twenty images or more. Other- 
ivise the switching from one warped image to another is 
distractingly noticeable. With a different warping method 
fewer images might be sufficient. 
This warping accuracy is achieved with 64 layers in the lay- 
ered impostors. The implementation on top of OpenGL allows 
only powers of two for the number of layers. In order to store 
the bounding rectangles containing the object’s image in each 
layer additional memory is required which can be calculated 
as 4 * num_img * layers (4 for four bytes storing the min/max 
extent in the image in four one-byte integers). Compared to 
the storage for the images this memory is quite negligible. 
In order to decide when such an object representation is worth 
the cost one should compare these numbers to the storage 
requirements of traditional polygonal models. In OpenGL 
each vertex specification can include the coordinates (3 floats 
or 12 bytes), its normal (3 floats or 12 bytes), a vertex colour 
(4 bytes) and optional texture coordinates (2 floats or 8 bytes) 
summing to 24 bytes per vertex (or 36 bytes with texturing). 
The size of the required texture maps will vary widely, 
depending on whether the texture is tiled or not and mip- 
mapped or not. Without counting the texture maps, Table 3 
summarizes, for how many vertices (including texture coordi- 
nates) in a polygonal model, the image-based representation is 
more efficient. Of course more elaborate storage schemes for 
the images such as a delta tree [4] or image compression 
methods [l] would change these figures in favour of the 
image-based representation by a factor of ten. Unfortunately, 
such techniques are not currently available in hardware. 
Figure 8 shows the drawing performance for layered impos- 
tors on a low-end hardware platform with texture-mapping 
support available in OpenGL. The SGI 02 graphics is capable 
of processing approximately 600000 vertices per second (an 
equivalent of 200000 independent triangles or 600000 trian- 
gles in long strips) and filling approximately 46 million pixels 
of textured triangles per second. The timings in the diagram 
were obtained by drawing a viewport-filling layered impostor 
on a viewport of sizes varying between 10 and 300 pixels. 
Drawing times have been measured using 64, 128 and 256 
layers. 
These diagrams can be used to determine, at what object com- 
plexity it is more efficient to draw an layered impostor repre- 
sentation instead of the geometry model. Usually, for 
geometry models the vertex performance of the graphics hard- 
ware determines the drawing speed (as the triangles are small 
enough so that vertex processing dominates the pixel-fill 
times). The horizontal dashed lines in the diagram indicate 
how long it takes to draw a model with the indicated number 
of independent triangles. 
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Figure 8: Drawing performance on 02 graphics hardware 

As long as the object depicted on the layered impostor is more 
complex than the given vertex count and the graph remains 
below the dashed line for a given on-screen size of the layered 
impostor, it is more efficient to draw the layered impostor. For 
example, on 02 graphics and layered impostors with 64 lay- 
ers, it is more efficient to draw the layered impostor represen- 
tation for models exceeding 2000 triangles as long as the on- 
screen projection of the layered impostor covers less than 220 
by 220 pixels. 
Note how there is a horizontal section on the left of the graphs 
which is a result of the pipelined architecture of this graphics 
architecture. Vertex and pixel processing occur in parallel in a 
pipelined fashion. As long as the pixel processing time is 
smaller than the vertex processing time, pixel processing does 
not influence the graphics performance. In other words, prim- 
itive processing occurs with a speed determined by the slower 
of the two pipeline stages. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presented a new image-based object representation 
which (as other image-based representations) features inde- 
pendence of object complexity both in memory consumption 
and rendering time. It is based on an image-warping method 
which is supported in hardware on current graphics accelera- 
tors. The representation method differs from previously pre- 
sented ones by the projection method used to obtain the 
images in the representation and by the image warping 
method applied. The combination of the two makes the 
method efficient both in memory consumption (as the number 
of images needed is minimized) and in drawing times (as 
graphics hardware can efficiently be employed). 
This object representation is particularly suited to shift work 
in the graphics pipeline from the vertex processing stage to 
the pixel filling stage. Especially for complex distant objects 
this representation scheme can serve as a level of detail repre- 
sentation which is generated fully automatically. 
In particular, the method has been optimized so that it is 
mostly sufficient to warp one image out of the representation 
to obtain new views of the object. In addition, a method has 
been presented how to efficiently fill the small holes caused 
by visibility changes by drawing just a few more textured 
polygons (layers in layered impostors of adjacent views). Fill- 
rate requirements have been reduced by finding the bounding 
rectangle which contains the opaque portion of the texture for 

each layer in the layered impostor. 
A number of quality vs. storage requirements and drawing 
time trade-offs are possible: image resolution, number of 
images in the representation and warping accuracy can all be 
adapted to the application’s needs. 
Novel hardware platforms might support even more efficient 
implementations of the method. Rendering from compressed 
textures should cut down memory requirements by a factor of 
10: 1 to 30: 1 [ l][ 171. Intelligent pixel-fill hardware could rap- 
idly skip over transparent portions of the textures. Image- 
based rendering architectures [14] might soon offer better 
warping methods allowing a further reduction of the number 
of images used. 
Future research should address the question how to ensure 
that an object has been completely represented by a number of 
depth-augmented images either by efficient implementations 
of multi-layer depth images or by ensuring that every portion 
of the object’s surface is sufficiently sampled’in at least one of 
the images. 
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